The Common Concern of Humankind today is central to efforts to bring about enhanced international cooperation in fields including, but not limited to, climate change. This book explores the expression’s potential as a legal concept and a future legal principle. It sets out the origins of Common Concern, its differences to other common interest legal principles, and expounds the potential normative structure and effects of the principle, applying an approach of carrots and sticks in realising goals defined as a Common Concern. Individual chapters test the principle in different legal fields, including climate technology diffusion, marine plastic pollution, human rights enforcement, economic inequality, migration, and monetary and financial stability. They confirm that basic obligations under the principle of Common Concern of Humankind comprise not only that of international cooperation and duties to negotiate, but also of unilateral duties to act to enhance the potential of public international law to produce appropriate public goods.
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PREFACE

International law, as we know it, increasingly fails to deal with contemporary global challenges. Power relations prevail in this multipolar world. Disciplines on climate change under the UNFCCC and the 2015 Paris Accord remain weak; multilateral rules on migration beyond refugee law are virtually non-existent. Combating global pollution in effective ways, in particular of the global commons and protecting biodiversity, has been failing. Developing countries often pay the price and are not sufficiently supported in the process of climate adaptation. The financial crisis and the great recession have brought about a widespread renaissance of nationalism. The same holds true for the global coronavirus (Covid-19) pandemic in 2020, despite the fact that it is recognised as a public health emergency of international concern under WHO international health regulations. Remedies to challenges, if at all, are primarily sought on the level of the nation state or regional integration in Europe, often without much success due to extensive interdependence of value chains in a globalised economy. Trade sanctions are being unilaterally imposed in trade war disrespecting all legal disciplines of the multilateral trading system of the World Trade Organization, much to the detriment of consumers who pay additional and penalising taxes on products. Income disparities continue to increase within societies. Ever since, compliance and enforcement of human rights have remained weak in international law. Central banks, operating without close cooperation and formal integration fail to provide adequate responses in the context of a globalised economy, denying decent returns on hard-won savings.

Against this backdrop, this book examines the potential of the doctrine of Common Concern of Humankind. While it remains extremely difficult to achieve progress in policy and treaty-making, given the predominance of nationalist sentiments, our hope is that the doctrine of Common Concern of Humankind may offer an avenue for progress in further developing the arsenal of legal principles of law and of international law. We argue in this book that a proper legal principle of Common Concern
of Humankind (CCH) may emerge, comparable to the doctrine and principle of sustainability, as a means to address these pressing transnational and transboundary issues and problems. The principle has the potential to reinforce international cooperation, compliance, and enforcement of international law in an increasingly smaller and interdependent world. It can make a difference to multilevel, global or earth governance. The principle offers the possibility to the legal profession and courts of law to gradually develop its contours and to make a difference in addressing pressing global needs in future case law within the existing framework of international law. Common Concern of Humankind will bring about a new perspective and narrative.

Common concern of humankind, while recognised in the fields of climate change and preservation of biodiversity, has not been sufficiently explored in legal theory and practice so far. Its contours have remained unclear beyond the call for enhanced international cooperation in the production of global public goods and community interests. Yet, common concern bears the potential to develop into a legal principle in a process of claims and responses. It is able to enhance cooperation, legitimise, but also limit, extraterritorial state action as an incentive to bring about appropriate responses addressing common and shared problems threatening world peace and stability.

This volume discusses the potential of such a principle, its relationship to global public goods governance, as well as links to the doctrine of multilevel governance and constitutionalisation of law, as public goods need to be produced on appropriate levels of governance. Such linkages offer the basis for new insights into the potential and operation of a legal principle of Common Concern applicable not only in international law, but also in European and national law. The book explores how the legal principle of Common Concern may evolve in a process of claims and responses, how it can be operationalised and its implications for vertical allocation of powers and checks and balances within the system, as well as for installing appropriate incentives for states to engage in enhanced international cooperation and to comply with international obligations incurred. Once recognised for a particular issue and area, the principle triggers obligations and consultation, negotiations and cooperation. It entails obligations to undertake related homework. It is subject to enhanced compliance and duties to act vis-à-vis non-complying entities.

Part I of the volume expounds the history and theoretical and legal implications, conceptualising duties to cooperate in solving shared problems, obligations to undertake homework and implications or
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compliance and enforcement. Part II reaches beyond the classical fields of environmental law, in particular climate change, and examines the potential in several and diverse case studies relating to the diffusion and transfer of low-carbon technology, marine plastic pollution, income inequality, the protection of human rights, migration, and monetary and financial stability. These case studies are partly extractions from more extensive PhD research efforts undertaken in these fields. As they are addressed to different communities, they explore the doctrine of Common Concern of Humankind from their respective angle. Diverse as these areas are, they were chosen on purpose to examine to what extent Common Concern of Humankind can deploy normative effects beyond climate change and biodiversity. They show the potential in terms of conceptualising Common Concern of Humankind in international law. They show that the impact of an emerging principle of Common Concern of Humankind will not be uniform and vary from field to field. The emphasis changes. In areas devoid of substantive rules, such as migration or inequality, Common Concern initiates conceptual avenues. In other areas, such as climate change, marine pollution or monetary and financial law, the focus is on homework and compliance. Finally, in mature areas, such as human rights, the principle of Common Concern brings stronger enforcement by its duty to act subject to the principle of proportionality. Part III of the book finally reproduces feedback offered by renowned scholars in the field. Discussions and the published literature by summer 2019 were taken into account in preparing this volume. One key positive development since then has been the multiple requests received from different governments to re-frame protection of atmosphere as a “common concern of humankind”, instead of the previously agreed “pressing concern of the international community as a whole”, in the context of the ongoing work at the International Law Commission. We hope that the book may serve as a source of inspiration and hope for this and future generations.

Thomas Cottier & Zaker Ahmad
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